concert #3

Take a Deep Breath
Friday, April 16, 6:00pm // Phoenix, AZ
TICKETS
Pittsburgh based composer/performer Devon Osamu Tipp creates unorthodox musical
environments from ostensibly incompatible realms through deconstructing traditions. A PhD
student at the University of Pittsburgh, Tipp’s music draws influence from his Japanese and
Eastern European roots, his experiences as a jeweler and painter, and his studies of gagaku
and hogaku in Japan and the US. For more information, please visit www.greengiraffemusic.info
Frances White – Under the Rose
Elizabeth Brown – Solos from Isle Royal - Loons
Devon Osamu Tipp – Bestiary - Blue
Chatori Shimizu – Hypo Pantsu (premiere)
White: Under the Rose is inspired by secret shakuhachi compositions, taught to specific
students within different schools. A symbol for secrecy since ancient times, “sub rosa” indicated
a secret meeting. White, a fanatic lover of roses, liked the idea of connecting the magic of the
major third to that of standing under the rose.
Brown: Loons was written during an artist residency in Isle Royale National Park, a U.S.
Biosphere Reserve in the middle of Lake Superior. It is modeled on traditional Kinko School
shakuhachi gestures and is inspired by bird songs heard while in residence.
Bestiary is an ongoing series of improvisation studies that explore the sonic limits of the
shakuhachi. “Blue” is a series of explorations on large blue flying creatures real and imagined.
Shimizu: “A couple of years ago, I saw Devon’s Instagram, which read “Osamu Paints”. I
somehow misread that as “Osamu Pants” and since then, we have called each other “Osamu
Pants” and “Shimizu Pants”. Pantsu is “Pants” pronounced in the Japanese katakana reading.
This piece explores the explosion of inner expressiveness, which we have kept it in the
shadows for so long, fearing judgement by others.”

Robert Spring has been described as "one of this country's most sensitive and talented
clarinetists", Arizona Republic, "dazzled his audience...flawless technique", The Clarinet
Magazine, and "a formidable soloist...played with great emotional life" Copenhagen, Denmark,
Politiken. Spring's recording of Grawemeier Award winning composer Joan Tower's works for
clarinet was described by The Clarinet Magazine as "truly outstanding....one would be hard
pressed to find better performances of contemporary music....first rate music performed with the
highest professional standards." The Instrumentalist Magazine says of his recording,
"Dragon's Tongue", a CD of virtuoso music for clarinet and wind band, "His musicality and
technique make this recording a must for every CD collection." Fanfare Magazine says of the
CD, "Tarantelle", music that the famous violinist Jascha Heifetz recorded on violin, being
performed on clarinet, "This recording was meant to amaze and, man, it succeeds."
Spring has performed as a recitalist or soloist with symphony orchestras and wind bands in the
United States, Canada, Europe, Asia and South America, and has been heard in the United
States on National Public Radio's, Performance Today. He frequently serves as clinician
and adjudicator and teaches on the faculties of several summer music festivals. He has
published numerous articles on multiple articulation and other contemporary clarinet techniques.
Dr. Spring is presently Professor of Music in Clarinet. Dr. Spring is also a guest professor at the
Beijing Central Conservatory of Music. He was recently awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award
from the Chinese Clarinet Association and an Honorary Membership in the International Clarinet
Association. Dr. Spring is a Henri Selmer Paris Artist and performs on the Privilège clarinet.
Dr. Spring will present works by composer Barry Moon

